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Partitions.
Privacy in its purest form.
Bathroom stalls are constantly under siege from dirt and odor-causing bacteria and can require quite a bit
of maintenance. Fortify your washrooms against commercial demands with our BioPrism® Solid Surface
Toilet and Shower Partitions.

Mounting options.
We have 3 different styles of partitions to choose from. Each option comes with standard heavy-duty, stainless steel
hardware and is available in a variety of colors.

Our partitions are built to last, protect privacy, and can be customized to meet the needs of your project.
With non-porous surfaces that stand up to mold and mildew, these strong partitions not only look good,
but will save you time and money on ongoing maintenance.

Clean

Repairable

non-porous and antimicrobial to prevent the growth

Surface, scratches, chips, cracks, graffiti, stains, fire

Mold and mildew beware! BioPrism® Solid Surface is
of mold, mildew and odor-causing bacteria.

Long-Lasting

Since our partitions are made of BioPrism® Solid

and other damage can easily be buffed out or washed
away leaving the product looking brand new!

Because BioPrism Solid Surface requires less maintenance,

Environmentally Conscious

repair and replace as often as other materials.

because it contains 11% renewable materials

it will save you time and money by not having to

Sizes That Fit Your Needs

BioPrism is an environmentally responsible choice
including bio-content. Now you can be sure your
restrooms are not only clean, but green!

Because we manufacture our partitions, we are able

to produce custom sizes. Whether you want them big
or small, we’ve got your fanny covered...literally!

Ceiling-Hung
The ceiling-hung mounting option
does not require components
to be mounted to the floor,
which allows for easy floor

cleaning. Ceiling bracing must be
considered in the construction

phase to support the weight and

Floor-Mounted
Overhead-Braced

Floor-to-Ceiling
Mounted

Floor mounting allows for easy

The floor-to-ceiling mounting

existing space or renovation.

partition support for maximum

installation of partitions into an

option provides three points of
durability and a clean-line
aesthetic.

configuration of the partitions.

For increased privacy, ask a representative about our trim and continuous hardware options.
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Toilet
partitions.
Our Toilet Partitions are designed to combat traditional
problems associated with commercial washrooms and have
all of the standard benefits of BioPrism® Solid Surface.

Lightweight Core

Our lightweight moisture-resistant wood core reduces
weight on doors and wall panels by 30% when compared
to 100% solid surface partitions. This reduces pressure and
prevents sag to increase the longevity of the product.

Clean Look

Since these partitions do not require through bolting,
you will get a clean look and save time on installation.

Inside view of the
moisture resistant
wood core.
1" Standard
Thickness

Added Privacy

Larger doors, wall panels, continuous hardware and trim
minimize sight lines to protect the privacy of your guests
and allow them to feel comfortable in a vulnerable area.

SunTrust Park
Atlanta, GA
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Shower
partitions.
Along with all the standard benefits of BioPrism® Solid
Surface, our Shower Partitions provide a polished, high-end
look that adds sophistication to your washroom.

Durable Core

Our anti-absorbent composite core is impervious to

water so the humidity from the showers will not cause
the material to swell and crack. Due to this type of
core, shower partitions require through bolting.

Custom Configurations

Inside view of the
anti-absorbent
composite core.
1” Standard
Thickness

Our shower partitions are customized to meet

your needs. What does that mean for you? Instead
of having to completely restructure your space,

we have the ability to create custom products that
will fit right into the preexisting structure.

Wait… There’s More!

We manufacture a wide range of shower products such
as shower bases, .25" wall cladding, seats, soap dishes
and grab bars so that you can complete your entire

shower! Visit inpro.com to see our full product offering.

Texas A&M University
College Station, TX
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Architectural Product Categories
Door + Wall Protection
Elevator Protection
Commercial Window Treatments
Privacy Systems
Washroom Systems
Architectural Signage
Expansion Joint Systems
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